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Compz~lcr itrorleling lechniques are used lo invesligate in~labililies 

i n  lhe inolioiu of O(~11 ( ~ n d  cage i n  (1 ball bearing. As the friclion 

(11 bc~lllmce crxd 11c~llIcr~ge conlacLs increc~ses, the cage mrL7.s center 

rol~irl or0il ch(~izge~s from circular to polygonnl and then lo a rather 

ennlic ,sh(~j)e ~cnder exces.sive friction. The corresponding unrialio?~ 

i n  rohirl velocilies nlso iiicrec~se lo represent bearing squeal. 11 is 
S ~ O I U I L  ~ I L ( L ~  cage iv~stnbililies nrc direclly dependent on the balllrace 

~ ~ ( L C ~ ~ O I L  sloj~e, I L I Z ~ C ~  low slij) velocilies, nitd the friclion coefficient 

(1.1 lire c(1,ge in1ef(tce.s. Under sleei) traction slopes, ltte variation i n  

b'rrclion nl Irigher slip rr~1e.s is c~lso sig)tiJic(~nt i n  high-speed bear- 

i.rrg. P(~.rlic?~l(~r, il k J ~ I Z L ? L ~  lIr(~1 rt negrtlive lmclio?~ slope, i n  

llte /I;&-slij) region, m(iy prodz~ce (L/)jl~e~i(~ble ball skid which pro- 

moles cxcc.ssive i~rlclnclion i n  lhe crtge pockets and, perl~ap.~, the 

alwl clr~.mc~gi~~,g ilulabilily of lhe cc~ge, where lhe mechnnical inler- 

(~e1ion.s ~~r~~~o 'e~ss i ve l y  incre(~se lo indicale sig)zificr~n1 potenlials for 

ccrge f i~.i l~[re.  Under slr~ble conditions I$ oj)emlion, the computer 

re~11,1/s nlso provide correlr~lioiu between lime-averaged wear rates 

rf 11te cage rr.~trl 1 1 ~  friclion(~1 beltavior. 

INTRODUCTION 

I t  is well cstal~lisliccl that lullrication plays a dominant 
role in cletcrmining tlie performance and  overall l ~ f e  of  a 
r o l l i ~ ~ g  bearing. 'l'he friction o r  traction forces between the 
interacting Ilearing elcmcnts (rolling elements, cage and the 
races) not only clctcrminc the nominal wear life of the bear- 
ing but thcy a r e  often responsible for  exciting certain Insta- 
bilities in the motion of  the Ilearing elements. 'The insta- 
I~ilitics, in turn,  lead to prernatlrre anel rather catastrophic 
Ilearing failures. 'l'lie ~rnderstanding of  such an intricate 
clynan~ic coupling between tlie frictional behavior of  the 
lubric;~nt ancl the performance of  the bearing is, therefore, 
cruci;ll to  bearing design for  advanced applications. Fur- 
tlicrmorc, with tlic increasing demand of  higher operating 
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temperatures and  speeds, it has become essential to replace 
the conventional oils and  greases by solid lubricants, the 
behavior of which adds an  additional degree of complexity. 
Also, since the traction coefficients a r e  relatively higher with 
the solid lubricants, the problem of  correlating the dynamic 
performance of  a bearing to the traction coefficients be- 
tween interacting bearing elements becomes increasingly 
important. As a first step to the development o f  such a 
correlation, a parametric evaluation of  the  dynamic per- 
formance of  a high-speed ball bearing as a function of  the 
traction behavior a t  the balllrace, balVcage and  cagelrace 
interactions is the primary objective of  the present inves- 
tigation. 

Analytical modeling and  computer  simulation of  bearing 
performance have proven to be  very effective in character- 
izing bearing behavior over a large range o f  parameters. 
T h e  recent advancements in computing techniques and  an- 
alytical simulation of  complex mechanical systems have re- 
sulted in significant developments in the modeling of  the  
dynamic performance of  a rolling bearing. T h e  conven- 
tional quasi-static equilibrium models have been replaced 
by fully dynamic models which integrate the equations of  
motion of  each bearing element and  provide a real-time 
simulation of  bearing performance (1)-(12). T h e  available 
computer  codes offer  varying levels o f  sophistication in 
modeling the performance of  rolling bearings. As an  ad- 
vancement to the earlier codes DREB (3), (3, (6) and  RAP- 
IDREB (8), ( lo ) ,  the recent computer code, ADORE (Ad- 
vanced Dynamics of  Rolling Elements), offers extensive 
capability for  the modeling o f  frictional behavior, wear and  
geometrical irregularities in various types o f  rolling bear- 
ings (11). Although a few attempts to study the frictional 
behavior in ball bearings have been made in the past ( 4 ) ,  
(13), (14), the simulation of  bearing instabilities has only 
been possible under  greatly simplified conditions and such 
investigations have only proven the need for  further  de- 
velopment in order  to understand the complex bearing be- 
havior. 

T h e  present investigation employs the  computer  code 
ADORE to model the  performance of  a high-speed ball 
bearing as a function of  the traction behavior of  the  lubri- 
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cant. A baseline bearing design for a typical high-speed 
turbine is established and the general motion of the bearing 
elements is simulated as a function of the frictional behavior 
at balllrace, balkage and cagelrace interactions. 

MODELING APPROACH 

T h e  general behavior of traction, for most liquid and 
some solid lubricants, as a function of slip velocity in a 
rollinglsliding contact is shown in Fig. 1; the variation may 
be written algebraically as: 

f = [A + Bv] exp(Cv) + D 

where f is the traction coefficient, v is the slip velocity and 
A, B, C, and D are coefficients of the model which are gen- 
erally determined from experimental investigations. 

It has been established that both the slope of the traction 
curve at very low slip velocities and the variation of traction 
coefficient at high slip rates have a significant effect on the 
motion of bearing elements (15). By a selective variation of 
the coefficients, the performance of the bearing is, there- 
fore, modeled over a number of traction curves and overall 
stability of the bearing elements is established. 

With particular emphasis on solid lubricants, the traction 
behavior at the balVrace contact is also modeled by a more 
simplified form, shown in Fig. 2. Such a variation has been 
experimentally proven (16), (22) to be valid for a number 
of solid lubricants. Algebraically, the variation in traction 
may be written as: 

Unlike the balllrace contacts, interactions at the balllcage 
and cagelrace interfaces are of pure sliding nature and the 
sliding velocities for most applications are quite high. It is, 
therefore, reasonable to model the frictional behavior at 
these interactions by a constant coefficient of friction. 

For the above models of frictional interactions at ball1 
race, balllcage, and cagelrace contacts, the classical differ- 
ential equations of motion of all the balls and cage are solved 
simultaneously and the stability of the bearing elements is 

SLIP V l L O C l l l  ( U / 5 )  

Fig. I-The general shape of traction-slip curve at the balllrace interface, 
tor most liquld lubricants. 
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Fig. 2-The general shape of simplified traction-sllp relation at the ball1 
race interface, for most solid lubricants. 

investigated as a function the frictional behavior. Details of 
the interaction models, formulation of the equations of mo- 
tion, and the computer program, ADORE, used to integrate 
the equation of motion and model the bearing performance, 
are well documented elsewhere (11). 

Stability of the balls is viewed in terms of the variation in 
sliding velocity, or  skid, at the balllrace interface, while cage 
stability is considered in terms of variations in mass center 
whirl velocities, nature of the whirl orbit, and overall me- 
chanical interaction at the balllcage and cagelrace contacts. 
Large variations in mass center whirl velocity have been 
proven, experimentally, to be representative of bearing squeal 
and cage instability (17). Shape of the whirl orbit is directly 
dependent on forces exerted on the cage and the resulting 
variations in the radial and whirl velocities of the cage mass 
center. For example, a steady cagelrace contact force may 
produce a circular orbit, while the orbit may be somewhat 
polygonal under periodic cagelrace and balkage collisions, 
and the cage mass center may exhibit rather random ex- 
cursions when the forces exerted have no defined pattern. 

Although the instabilities associated with irregular whirl 
velocities and mass center orbits may produce excessive noise 
and torque variation in the bearing, they may not result in 
actual mechanical failure of any of the bearing elements; 
excessive dynamic collision forces on the cage, on the other 
hand, may result in physical destruction of the cage and a 
rather catastrophic bearing failure. Such an instability is 
indicated by continually increasing level of severity of cage 
interactions, irrespective of variations in whirl velocity and 
orbit shape. Since both increasing forces and sliding veloc- 
ities may result in a mechanical failure of the cage, a positive 
gradient in a time-averaged wear rate (18) of the cage rep- 
resents a catastrophic situation. 

In terms of the classical Archard wear equation, the tinie- 
averaged wear rate, W, at any time, T, is to be written as 

where P is the contact load, V is the sliding velocity, K is a 
wear coefficient, and H is hardness of the cage material. 

Although the present investigation considers only the Ar- 
chard form of wear equation, other more recently devel- 



opecl wear relations (19)-(22) may be considered in a similar 
manner. In all cases, a well-defined positive derivative of  W 
with respect to  T indicates the highly undesirable form of  
instability. 

BEARING GEOMETRY AND OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Since the objectives of  the present investigation a r e  to 
establish trends of  bearing performance as a function of  
traction behavior and  demonstrate feasibility of the com- 
piltcr modeling approach for practical bearing designs, a 
30-mm angular contact ball bearing is arbitrary selected. 
'Thc baseline design, outlined in Table 1, is typical of a high- 
speed turbine engine application. Also, to  emphasize a solid- 
lubricated application, silicon nitride balls, M50 steel races, 
a nd  a carbon-reinforced composite cage is assumed; the 
v:rrious material properties a re  also outlined in Table 1 .  
T h e  hardness and  wear coefficient values a r e  quite arbi- 
trary; however, since these values a r e  simply used as "scale 
factors" in the compuvation of wear rates, they d o  not effect 
any of  the trends reported herein. 

Again, typical of  a high-speed turbine engine application, 
the bearing is assumed to  operate  at  a shaft speed 70,000 
rpnl with a thrust load of 1000 N and  a rotating load of  
500 N. 'The rotating load essentially simulates a shaft un- 
balance. 

'I-he balltcage and  cagetrace friction coefficients a r e  con- 
sidered in the range of  0.010 to 0.20, while the balltrace 
traction is modeled in terms of  the two models discussed 
above. Figures 3 and  4 show the specific variations inves- 
tigated. Note that each model is denoted by a curve number;  
this number is referenced, in the following discussion of  
the results to denote specific traction variation. 

RESULTS 

At the operating conditions described above, simulations 
of  bearing performance, over a number of  shaft revolutions, 
as a function of  the traction parameters a re  obtained by 
running the computer program ADORE. Figitre 5* shows 
the simulated load and  contact angle variation a t  the ball1 
race contacts, obtained with balltrace traction curve # I  and  
with a constant coefficient of friction of  0.050 at  the cage 
interactions. Due to a substantial centrifugal force o n  the 
ball, a t  the high operating speed, the contact loads at  the 
outer  race a re  significantly higher. T h e  sinusoidal variation 
is a result of  a combined radial and  axial load a n d  the shift 
of the peaks from once per  every rotation of  ball center 

* All figures are presented as produced by ADORE. Note the remote ex- 
ponent on the various axes, 10" is written as IO**n. 
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Flg. 3--Balllrace tractlon curves for a range of tractlon parameters 

TABLE I-BEARING GEOMETRY A N D  MATERIAL PKOI~ERTIES 

Number of Balls = 17 
Ball Diameter = 6 m m  
Pitch Diameter = 38mm 
Contact Angle = 20 degrees 
Outer Race Curvature Factor = 0.52 
Inner Race Curvature Factor = 0.54 
Bearing Bore = 30mm 
Bearing Outside Diameter = 47mm 
Outer Race Fit = 0 
Inner Race Fit = 20 micron 
Cage Outside Diameter = 41mm 
Cage Inside Diameter = 37mm 
Cage Width = 10mm 
Guide Land Clearance (Outer Race) = 0.25 mm 
Pocket Clearance = 0.25 mm 

Ball 
Races 
Cage 

3200 
7750 
1500 

3.10E+ 1 1  
2.00E + I 1 
1.73E+09 

0.260 
0.250 
0.300 

1.00E+ 10 
7.84E + 09 
I .OOE + 09 

2.00E-06 
5.00E - 06 
1.00E - 05 
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Fig. 4--Range of balllrace traction slopes and maximum traction coef- 
ficlents. 
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Fig. CTypical variations in beillrace contact load, angles and spin-te 
roil ratios. Baiilrace traction curve #l;  cage friction coefficlent 
= 0.050. 

around the bearing is due to rotation of the radial load with 
the shaft. 

Also, note the spin-to-roll ratios plotted in Fig. 5; the ball 
spins on both races indicating that the conventional race 
control hypothesis (23) does not hold. The variations in ball . . 
slip, at center of the contact, and the overall heat generated 
in the balllrace contacts are shown in Fig. 6. The significantly 
higher heat generation at the inner race results from a 
higher spin velocity in the contact, as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, 
just the slip velocities at the center of the contact are not 
representative of the total energy dissipated at the balllrace 
interface. 

Motion of the cage is fairly stable with the above frictional 
behavior. Figure 7 shows the simulated orbit of the cage 
mass center while the whirl and radial velocities are plotted 

f \ ~ L i ~ ~ V ~ u " J ' C ~ I L  
!? -06 

l ~ e n  Race 
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Fig. GBaillrace slip and heat generation In the contact. Baiilrace traction 
curve #l;  cage friction coefficient = 0.050. 
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Flg. 7-Cage mass center whirl orbit with baillrace traction curve #1 and 
a cage frlctlon coefficlent of a 0.050. 

in Fig. 8; the plotted whirl ratio denotes the ratio or mass 
center whirl to shaft angular velocity. The cage orbit varies 
from circular to somewhat polygonal; the circular part cor- 
responds to lower radial velocities and a decreasing whirl 
ratio. 

As the whirl velocity drops below the cage angular ve- 
locity, which is indicated by a ratio of about 0.42, the severity 
of cagelrace contact increases which results in a step jump 
in whirl, change of orbit to a somewhat polygonal shape, 
and higher radial velocities of cage mass center. Such cyclic, 
saw-toothed, variations continue with an average whirl closely 
equal to the cage angular velocity. 

The contact forces at the guide lands varies from about 
2 to 4 N, see Fig. 9, while the pocket forces vary between 1 
and 2 N. Figure 9 also shows the contact angle in a cage 
fixed-coordinate frame and the geometric interaction, which, 
when negative, essentially represents contact deflection; note 
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Flg. 8-Variation in cage mass center whlri and radial velocities with ball1 
race traction curve #1 and a cage friction coefficient of 0.050. 

that the trend in variation of geometric interaction corre- 
sponds directly to the variation in radial velocity of cage 
mass center shown in Fig. 8. 

An interesting observation is the variation in cagelrace 
contact angle; it is seen that over the twenty-five shaft rev- 
olutions simulated in Fig. 9, the contact angle varies between 
180 and 320 degrees, which implies that less than half of 
the cage surface contacts the race and the resultant forces 
are somewhat fixed in the cage. Such an observation pro- 
vides some support to the "biased cage designs" (24), where 
the cage is manufactured with a controlled unbalance, with 
the expectation that the rotating inertial force shall be in 
equilibrium with the balVcage forces. 

The overall level of the various interactions is shown in 
Fig. 10, where the time-averaged wear rates of the ball, 
races, and the cage are plotted. While the ball and race wear 
rates stabilize to a well-defined level, the cage wear rate 
seems to go through a cyclic variation with a trend of sta- 
bilization to a certain mean value. A close examination of 
Figs. 8 to I0 reveals that the positive gradients in the cage 
wear rate correspond to higher oscillations in radial velocity 
of the cage mass center, denoting a somewhat unstable sit- 
uation, and the decreasing wear rates represent more fa- 
vorable and stable operation. Such an observation confirms 
the stability hypothesis based on overall cage interactions, 
clisci~ssed above. 

Once the overall stability of the bearing elements is en- 
sured by steady values of the wear rates, solutions similar 
to the ones shown in Fig. 10 may be used for the estimation 
of wear life of a bearing. Thus, aside from establishing an 
overall stability, such simulations have a significant design 
potential. 

As the balllrace traction level increases, the cage orbit 
becomes more polygonal and the whirl and radial velocities 
of the cage mass center exhibit increasing amplitude of 
variation; Fig. 1 1  shows the polygonal orbit obtained with 
traction curve #2 (see Fig. 3). The mass center velocities 
are similar to those shown in Fig. 8 with somewhat higher 
amplitudes. 

, -0.0' , , EALI. RRC, 05 ' I?+ ' 51; 0 05 1 0 0 0 / C O O  
I 

BEARltlG ROTATIOFI (REV) <Id . .  - l 
Flg. GCageIrace interaction under balllrace traction curve #1 and cage 

friction coefficient of 0.050. 

Aside from the increasing level of instability with increas- 
ing traction, the negative slope of the balVrace traction re- 
lation also plays a dominant role in determining overall 
stability of the bearing elements. It is found that traction 
curve #3 exhibits an increased level of instability in com- 
parison to curve #2. The  impact of the negative traction 
slope is equally significant at lower values of traction also. 
For example, with traction curve #4, the cage motion sta- 
bilizes from an initially polygonal orbit to an almost circular 
stable orbit, as shown in Fig. 12, while traction relation #5 
demonstrates excessive ball slip, increased pocket and guide 
land forces, and a more undesirable motion of the cage. 
When the negative traction slope is combined with higher 
maximum traction coefficients, for example traction curve 
#6, the ball slip velocities really become divergent, see Fig. 
13. 

Such progressively increasing slip velocities result in ex- 
cessive interactions in the cage pockets; Fig. 14 shows the 
balkage force variation in three of the pockets. Note the 
excessive time of contact, which at the very high sliding 
velocities results in very rapid wear of the cage pockets and 
possibly a catastrophic cage failure; under more stable and 
favorable operation the balllcage forces simply exhibit very 
narrow spikes, which imply extremely small contact times. 
Even with relatively higher traction levels, if the severity of 
the negative slope is reduced, the bearing operation be- 
comes relatively stable. This is confirmed by bearing per- 
formance simulations obtained with traction curves #7 and 
#8. The  steep traction slopes, typical of curve #6, are gen- 
erally encountered with liquid lubricants at extremely high 
contact pressures (25), (26). 
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Fig. 10-Tlme-averaged wear rates of bearing elements under balllrace 
tractlon curve #1 and cage frlctlon coefficient of 0.050 
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Flg. 11-Cage mass center orblt with balllrace tractlon curve #2 and 
cage frlctlon coefficlent of 0.050. 

All of the results discussed thus far are obtained with a 
balkage and cagelrace coefficient of friction of 0.050. In 
order to assess the sensitivity of cage motion to the level of 
cage friction, a number of simulations are obtained with 
varying cage friction, while the balllrace traction is held 
fixed. In fact, it is prescribed by somewhat simplified re- 
lations of Fig. 4, which are representative of solid lubricants 

(151, (16). 
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Flg. 12-Cage mass center orblt with balllrace tractlon curve #4 and 
cage frlction coefficlent of 0.050. 
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Flg. 13-Dlverging balllrace slip wlth tractlon curve #6. 

With the traction relation #9 (see Fig. 4), the cage friction 
coefficient is varied from 0.20 to 0.010. With a friction coef- 
ficient of 0.20, the cage starts out to be stable but the orbit 
rapidly becomes unstable. As shown in Fig. 15, the cage 
whirl orbit is almost circular at start, it gradually becomes 
polygonal and then completely unstable. The motion is more 
favorable with a friction coefficient of 0.10 but the stability 
is marginal. At a friction coefficient of 0.050, however, the 
motion is quite stable and the orbit is almost circular, as 
shown in Fig. 16. With a further decrease in cage Friction, 
the motion becomes increasingly stable; the whirl orbit be- 
comes quite circular, whirl velocity approaches the angular 
velocity of the cage, and, as shown in Fig. 17, the cagelrace 
contact also becomes almost steady. Such a correlation of 
stability to cage friction is in complete agreement to that 
noted by Kannel and Bupara (4). The  current results also 
seem to indicate that in the stable region of cage friction, 
the overall cage interaction and resulting cage wear is pro- 
portional to the cage friction coefficient. Such an observa- 
tion has some design significance, although the present re- 
sults are limited to establish a universal validity of such a 
trend. 

Along with higher cage friction, as the balllrace traction 
is further increased, the cage orbits become highly unstable. 
Figure 18 shows the rather erratic, cage whirl orbit and the 
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Flg. 14-Typlcal balllcage contact forces with balllrace traction curve #6 
and cage trlctlon coefflclent of 0.050. 
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Flg. 15-Cage mass center whlrl orblt wlth a trlctlon coefficient of 0.20 
and moderate level ot balllrace traction. 

corrcsponcling cagelrace collision forces, with traction re- 
lation # 10 and cage friction coefficient of 0.20. Such a mo- 
tion is not necessarily mechanically damaging to the cage, 
but large and rapid variations in whirl velocity indicate ex- 
cessive squeal. As the cage friction is reduced to 0.050, the 
motion becomes more stable, the orbit remains highly po- 
lygonal, and the variations in whirl velocities continue to 
represent excessive squeal. Such observations are more pro- 
nounced when the ball/race traction is raised higher to curve 
# I  I of Fig. 4. 

Aside from a correlation of cage stability to friction, dis- 
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Fig. 16--Cage mass center whirl orblt with a frlction coefficient of 0.050 
and moderate level of baillrace traction. 

cussed above, Kannel and Bupara (4 ) ,  (13) have postulated 
a rather simplified stability criterion in terms of the fric- 
tional energy dissipated at the balVrace contact and the balV 
cage collision forces. In terms of this criterion, the cage may 
become unstable with an increasingly value of a damping 
number, defined as 

where k is the balVcage spring rate, M is the cage mass, and - 
C is the balVrace "damping coefficient," defined in terms of 
balVrace traction, F and slip v ,  

In terms of the simplified traction curves discussed above, 
the balltrace damping coefficient, C, for a prescribed ball1 
race contact load, is essentially equal to the traction slope 
in Fig. 4. Thus, in order to check the validity of the above 
criterion, a number of simulations are run with varying 
traction slopes. For a maximuni traction coefficient of 0.10, 
the relations #12, #13, and #14, along with #I0 provide 
a traction slope variation from infinity (constant friction 
coefficient) to a very low slope of 0.10 SIM. It is, indeed, 
found that the lower traction slope results in increased sta- 
bility; cage motion is completely stable for curve #14, while 
it is grossly unstable at constant traction coefficient (relation 
#12); similar instabilities at constant traction coefficient have 
also been reported earlier by Gupta (15). However, at the 
lower value of maximum traction coefficient (0.05), the cage 
motion is found to be stable at all slopes of the traction 
curve, including a constant traction coefficient (relation # 15 
in Fig. 4). Similarly at higher levels of traction, 0.20 for 
example, the cage motion remains unstable at  all values of 
traction slope, at least in terms of cage orbit shape, whirl 
velocity variation, and squeal. 

The  above results indicate that along with cage friction 
and balVrace traction slope, the level of balVrace traction at 
very high slip velocities has a controlling effect on cage 
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Flg. 17-Xagelrace lnteractlon under cage friction coefficient of 0.010 
and moderate balllrace traction level. 

stability. In fact, as shown above for traction curve #6 of 
Fig. 3, a steep negative traction slope at high-slip velocities, 
as found for liquid lubricants under very high contact pres- 
sures (25), (26),  may result in the most damaging instabilities 
and catastrophic bearing failures. Although the develop- 
ment of a stability criterion which may be universally valid 
for all bearings under all operating conditions may be an 
extremely difficult task, the results of the present investi- 
gation do demonstrate a significant design potential for 
computer modeling and bearing performance simulation 
techniques in the development of acceptable designs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Frictional instabilities of the cage and ball skid are cor- 
related to the frictional behavior at the balltrace, ballicage, 
and cagetrace interactions in a high-speed ball bearing, and 
the feasibility of computer modeling approach to rolling 
bearing design is demonstrated. Although at overall low 
values of friction the bearing operation may be stable and 
relatively insensitive to the actual variation of traction or  
friction coefficients as a function of slip velocities, the trac- 
tionislip relations greatly dominate bearing stability as the 
traction levels become moderate. It is shown that both the 
traction slope at very low slip rates and the variation in 
traction at high-slip velocities control both ball skid and 
overall stability of cage motion. 

With increasing level of balVrace traction and cage fric- 
tion, the cage mass center orbits become highly polygonal 
to rather erratic and unstable. It is shown that over a certain 
range of friction behavior a correlation between cage sta- 
bility and frictional behavior is possible. The ballirace trac- 

Flg. 18--Cage mass center whirl orbit and cagetrace contact forces under 
relatively high balllrace traction (curve #lo) and cage frictlon 
coefficient of 0.20. 

tion slope at low slip velocities and the cage friction coef- 
ficient demonstrate direct correlation to shape of cage mass 
center whirl orbit, whirl velocity variation, and bearing squeal. 
T h e  variation in balVrace traction at high slip velocity, in 
particular a negative traction slope, is shown to produce 
excessive ball skid and perhaps the most damaging insta- 
bility of the cage, where the cage forces and sliding velocities 
progressively increase and lead to a physical destructior~ of 
the cage. In the stable mode of operation, the modeling 
approach provides meaningful time-averaged wear rates of 
the bearing elements which are directly useful in estimation 
of bearing wear life. T h e  approach, therefore, has a sig- 
nificant design potential. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Results of the present investigation greatly establish the 
feasibility of computer modeling approach to rolling bear- 
ing design and performance diagnosis. T h e  intricate cou- 
pling between frictional behavior at the various interactions 
between bearing elements and overall bearing performance 
suggests further investigations in a number of specific areas. 

The  research required to understand the influence of 
cage pocket and guide land clearances on the overall cage 
motion and stability is perhaps the next step in the devel- 
opment of guidance for bearing design. It is expected that 
for a prescribed frictional behavior the overall mechanical 
interactions of the cage shall strongly depend on the op- 
erating clearances. Thus, as the cage wears out, the increas- 
ing clearances may have a marked effect on stability and 
life of the bearing. Also, since interactions in the cage pocket 



arc  generally in the fore and aft directions, the geometrical 
interaction tnodels in the present computer codes may even- 
tually havc LO IH, extended to model elongated pockets. After 
csr;~blishing sotiie correlation between the operating clear- 
;itices ;tncl overall c1yn;uiiic performance, a treatment of time- 
v;~rying cle;irances, resulting from wear, shall be a rather 
;~rnbitious step. 

Since friction between interacting elements, bearing ge- 
ometry, dynamic forces exerted on  the cage, and  the re- 
sulting wear are  all very closely connected subjects, en- 
liancemcnts of  the current  interaction niodels for a more 
realistic simulation of adverse operating environment shall 
be greatly welcotnecl. In particular, since the highly dynamic 
forccs cxcrtccl on  thc cage often result in high local stresses 
;tnd ~)ossibly plastic deformation, the refinement of the cur- 
rent clastic model shall be a valuable contribution. Similarly, 
thc computation of wcar under  prescribed loads and  sliding 
vclocitics may be greatly advanced by incorporating the re- 
cently clcvclopecl wear eqi~ations for advanced cage mate- 
rials for  solid-lubricated ball bearings. 

Most 01' tlic simulations obtained in the present investi- 
gation sccm to suggest that, at  least under  the selected op- 
crating conclitions, the forces exerted o n  the cage at  the 
giiiclc lancls a r c  relatively fixed with respect to the cage. 
This  iniplics that a c;irefully selected unbalance in the cage 
may result in some improvenient in overall cage interactions 
ancl st;il)ility. In the past, such a speculation has been ex- 
~)crimcntally supported by the "biased cage designs." Thus ,  
fitrthcr investigations to establish the correlation between 
cage itnbalancc and  stability may be very enlightening. 

I3earing rcsponse to varying operating conditions has yet 
to be uticlerstoocl; such an understanding is essential in the 
clcvclopti~cnt o f o ~ ~ t i m i t ~ i i  designs for bearings subjected to 
;I wide range of adverse operating environments. Perhaps 
a ~);".iitiictri~ evaluation of significant operating parameters 
may provide the required insight for determination of sta- 
bility clomains over prescribed load cycles. -. I lie present investigation addresses ball bearings only. 
Sittce the current  cotnpitter codes d o  provide nlodels for 
cylindrical, tapered, and,  to some extent, spherical roller 
bearings, similar effort  for  these types of bearings niay be 
rcaclily c;irriccl out .  
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DISCUSSION 

T. F. CONRY 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, IL 61801 

T h e  simulation of the dynamic behavior of  rolling ele- 
ment  bearings is a difficult task indeed. Each ball interacts 
with the inner  and  outer  race and ,  potentially, with the cage. 
T h e  cage motion is dependent  on  the forces exerted by 
each ball 011 the cage and  the interaction between the cage 
a n d  guide land of  the outer  race. I f  the coefficient of friction 
in cagehall contacts is low, the radial forces acting on  the 
cage will consequently be low; if the coefficient of  friction 
is high the radial forces will be high. T h e  cage in a high 
speed bearing can be considered as a n  inertial ring with a n  
angular  momentum. T h e  radial forces (there may also be 
a n  out-of-plane component) exerted on  the cage will tend 
to move the center of  mass of  the ring away from the geo- 
metric center of  the bearing, resulting in a higher d r ag  
torque exerted by the guide land clearance. High radial 
forces will tend to  cause larger variations in radial motion 
a nd  perturbations in the angular momentum of the ring. 
I f  these quantities a re  sufficiently large, cage instability can 
be expected. 

T h e  conclusions drawn in this paper  a re  dependent  o n  
the traction model of  the lubricant and  on  the numerical 
e r ror  in the integration scheme of  the program. It has been 
shown (e.g. Conry, (3) and  Conry, Johnson and  Owen (I))  
that as the temperature increases, the traction curves for 
lubricants migrate from those with negative slopes after 
having reached a peak to those that exhibit an almost con- 
stant traction a t  higher slip velocities. When lubricants a re  
subjected to high slip a t  lower temperatures, the generated 
heat soon raises the temperature of  the contacting surfaces. 
Given enough time a thermal equilibrium will be reached. 
When a bearing is started up, the surfaces a r e  a t  a lower 
temperature then the eventual steady state operating tem- 
perature, and lubricant traction curves with negative slopes 
may be descriptive in this regime. T h e  first question is, then, 
how does the thermal time constant of  the bearing contact 
surface compare with the period of one  revolution of  the 
bearing? 

T h e  question is still open on  the explanation of  the neg- 
ative slope in traction curves, though most evidence points 
to thermal effects as the cause of the negative slope, i.e. 
heat is generated faster than it can be transferred which 
results in a local temperature rise and  a lower viscosity. T h e  
problem becomes more complex, however, when the con- 
tact is subjected to both slip and  spin. Recent work by Conry 
(4) shows general agreement with the work of Daniels (2) 
o n  the temperature differences between the midplane a n d  
the race surfaces. A significant result obtained in this work, 
however, is the potentially very high surface temperatures 
over part  of  a contact with slip and  spin. T h e  highest tem- 
peratures occur in the regions with the highest shear  rates, 
which only covers about half the area of  contact. Clearly 
the prediction of  average traction curves for  slip and  spin 
would be more difficult than for cases with n o  spin. Would 
the author please comment on  the validity of  using the 

traction curves in Figs. 3 and  4 for conditions where spin 
is present? 

Lastly, in bearing dynamics, the impact of  balls with the 
cage creates a more complex system, in fact, the system may 
be classified as stiff (the ratio of  the largest to smallest ei- 
genvalues is greater than 10). This  has implications for  the 
prediction of  stability because numerical e r ror  is sometimes 
interpreted as a prediction of  physical instability. How is 
the numerical e r ror  controlled in your program when the 
balls a r e  impacting the cage? 
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AUTHOR'S CLOSURE 

T h e  au thor  fully agrees with Professor Conry that a real- 
time simulation o f  the dynamic performance of a ball bear- 
ing is a very difficult task. Both mechanical and  thermal 
interactions play a dominant  role in determining the overall 
bearing performance. T h e  present work only models the 
mechanical interactions with a prescribed temperature field. 
Thus  the specified tractions and the temperatures are closely 
equal to  those expected a t  steady-state conditions. With such 
prescribed conditions the dynamic behavior of  the bearing 
is solved strictly as a function of mechanical interactions 
between the various bearing elements. Typical time re- 
quired for  reaching steady-state is equivalent to about  five 
to ten shaft revolutions depending on  the tractions coeffi- 
cients at  the ball/race contacts, the frictional interactions at  
the cage interfaces and  the overall mechanical interaction 
between bearing elements. 

Traction behavior of  lubricants in concentrated contacts 
in rolling bearings is again a very difficult subject. Primary 
objectives o f  the present investigation a re  to simply establish 
a correlation between friction behavior and  instabilities in 
the motion of  bearing elements. T h u s  all traction curves 
used a re  selected fairly arbitrarily. T h e  question about va- 
lidity o f  a specific traction curve unde r  the operating con- 
ditions in a bearing is still open. However, the present re- 
sults d o  provide some guidance for lubricant materials 
development by correlating bearing dynamics to  traction 
behavior. 

All numerical solutions in the present investigation a re  
obtained by using a fifth order  Kunge-Kutta-Fehlberg ex- 
plicit algorithm ( I )  for integrating a system of differential 
equations of  motion. T h e  local truncation e r ror  is, there- 
fore, well controlled and  stability is fully assured. Kealistic 
modeling of  the ba lkage  collisions is accomplished by au- 
tomating the step size with a prescribed limit on  local trun- 
cation error .  Thus  when the ball collides with the cage, the 



step size is automatically reduced to closely simulate the REFERENCES 
collision with a greatly different time scale. Validity of the 
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experimental data (2). The  results presented are, therefore, (1 986). 

free of any numerical uncertainties and the correlations of 
cage instabilities to frictional behavior are significant. 




